


Once upon a time, the valiant adventuress
Isabel and Unicorn Bob were camping
under the stars. They were in a part of  the
forest where there were few villages, and
it was the dead of  winter so both were
freezing cold. 

I know what you’re thinking! Why aren’t
they building a fire? The problem is,
the queen of  that kingdom, Zoulvisia,
did not understand the two heroes and
thought they were dangerous rebels.
If  they were to light a fire, her knights
might see it and attack. Just as Bob was
about to give up and start one anyway,
they heard a strange noise in the dark
woods behind them. What could it be?

http://misfitsaudio.com/audio/zoulvisiaep2pg2.mp3


That sounds dreadful! How could the
lovely queen Zoulvisia want to maim
the f lying cats? There must be something
else going on, why don’t we hear from
Sir Oliver in the palace gardens?

It sounds like some of  the f lying cats 
have been kill ing little children! How
can we blame Zoulvisia for locking
them up to keep her people from
further harm?

Sir Oliver is not very happy with having
to be brutal to the f lying cats, but he
has his duty to perform to protect the
kingdom. What will Isabel think of  the
cats trapped in a dreary castle having
their wings hacked off  one by one?

http://misfitsaudio.com/audio/zoulvisiaep2pg3.mp3


It seems the f lying cat, Sheba, has led
the duo to where her kind is being held.
Isabel is determined to free what she
believes are the wronged creatures, and
perhaps some of  them are. I don’t
remember hearing about a trial myself.

Sheba quickly led the way to where 
her friends were, f l itting delicately 
past torchlit walls. Isabel unbarred the
heavy oak doors and swung them open.
To her horror, all the cats were already
wingless and lay sobbing on the cold
stone f loor. How could anyone be as
cruel as this? Just as she was thinking
of  a way to free the poor creatures,
Sir Oliver marched up and confronted
her, sword in hand.

http://misfitsaudio.com/audio/zoulvisiaep2pg4.mp3


Sir Oliver wasted no time, but turned on
the helpless Sheba, “I recognize you!” he
shouted, “you killed half  the children in
Machynlleth!” and without another word,
or waiting for Sheba’s explanation, he
charged toward her.

Now that the cats have been led to safety,
let us hope they have learned their lesson
and will not harm anyone else.

For now, they found themselves injured
and almost alone in the cold dark woods,
huddling under trees in the only patches
devoid of  snow, licking at their wounds.

Isabel quickly found Bob and the others,
but the mood was not very cheery.
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Isabel started a small fire in a hollow, 
where the knights would not see it,
and sat down to warm her hands. Sheba
came up as well. Let’s hear what they
are talking about by the campfire:

Let us hope Zoulvisia knew what she 
was doing when ordering the cats to be
treated like that. She isn’t an evil queen,
but I think she should have made sure
the f lying cats were responsible for the
murders before having their wings 
chopped off. Sir Oliver seemed fairly
certain Sheba had done something bad,
and Isabel will make sure the cats will
not hurt anyone else.

THE END  (for now)
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